
The Bosch Benvenuto is the beginning of an entirely new 
home-coffee experience, one usually reserved for Italian 
cafés or coffee houses. With just the push of a button, you 
select the coarseness of your grind and the size of your 
coffee, from a small espresso to an extra-large coffee. And 
all this performance comes in a completely integrated unit 
with handsome steel and black accents-certain to impress 
any customer who is a coffee lover.

The new WOLF 48” Gas Range, still the most-customizable
range in the Wolf family, now with an updated design,
new product features and enhanced performance. 
For the first time, Wolf gas ranges have been enriched
with dual-stacked burners that offer precision control
while sealed, seamless burner pans make cleaning up
spills a breeze. The 48” Gas Range features two ovens,
one 30" gas convection oven with infrared broiler and
ultra-fast preheating, and one 18” non-convection
oven.

Kitchenaid Slow Cook Warming Drawer. 30” width.
Complete your kitchen with this Architect® Series II
warming drawer which allows you to warm multiple 
dishes at the same time and features a slow cook
Function ideal for roasting beef and poultry. 
Custom-control technology allows you to use the 
drawer for various tasks with mouthwatering results.

Bosch Dishwasher, The industry’s best performing dishwasher helps 
deliver impeccable washing and drying performance. This fully 
integrated dishwasher features four stainless steel wash arms that 
helps ensure water reaches every corner of the tub for exceptional 
cleaning. A Heat Dry option and durable, stainless steel tub help 
ensure dishes are dry when the cycle ends.

 Wine  Cooler- Bringing the 
convenience of a personal 
wine cellar to any location 
in the home. The perfect 
companion for entertaining
- or just relaxing.  A
convenient push button
digital control integrated in 
the lower bottle retainer 
sets and monitors the 
storage environment.

Sub-Zero side-by-side 
refrigerator/freezer offers convenient 
side-by-side refrigeration in a 48-inch 
width. The flush inset design unit to 
sit flush with surrounding cabinetry.




